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Ransomware
Chapter Two

next day. unknown location

this hospital
will pay
anything for
their data.

I just need to
figure out how
to get to the
patient records

Notes
“let’s look at my notes on
this target.

Various users and devices
Limited desktop security
Vulnerable to social engineering
Possibly flat network
High dollar data
Skeleton IT staff
Blind to Insider threats
Chaotic environment with revolving
customers and devices

Later over a secure irc channel

11:01 Mr Black - How can I get
money from this target fast?

I have just
the thing.

Ms. Blue (alias)
Penetration tester gone rogue
Quit job to sell exploits on darknet
Respected speaker/hacker in community
HATES Mr. Orange

11:01 Ms Blue - We will use an
exploit kit to deliver Ransomware.

11:01 -:- I will need to trick the
user to access my attack server.

this can be done through an email
phishing attack designed to trick
the user into clicking a link

this sends them to a malicious site.

ransomware will be pushed down to the
computer, encrypting personal data, forcing
the victimto pay for the decryption key.

There are lots of things to remember about EXCELLENT
Cyber Threat Response! We know it’s a lot to learn, but
Cisco has you covered!

There isn’t a silver bullet for providing
100% protection against cyber crime.
Sorry… we can’t promise that.
NOBODY CAN!

REDUCE

SILVER BULLET

You can, however, learn to reduce the risk
of being compromised to an acceptable
level using industry best practices for
security architecture.
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we have
a breach.

hackmds security ops center

time to inform
the boss.

cisco Advanced malware protection (amp)
shows video of A Quarantined Threat.

we have a

problem!

AMP can go back in time to identify all
infected systems including patient zero.
Cisco AMP is
showing multiple
hosts are
quarantining A
Malicious File.

glad we
stopped this
one from
Installing

Breach Detection Technologies Are
Designed To find Threats that have
passed all other security defenses.

Breach technology validates perimeter security!

Why does this
email keep taking
me to this
weird website?

“I wonder who brought this file
onto the network ...

doogie got
us infected

again!
Well this
isn’t a
surprise.
Dr. Howser
clicks
anything.

Firepower
updated our
Defenses.

Looks like we
need to update all
endpoint system
Java ASAP!

I’ll check if
the malicious
source is
blocked.
FirePOWer can learn from AMP to auto
adapt to new vulnerabilities preventing
future exploitation.

Threat Removed.
We are Ready
if iT Happens
Again.
Glad my
hospital staff is
so rock solid.

The external source linked to the
attack can also be auto blacklisted!
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x

Don’t Do It!
Exploits are everywhere!
An exploit kit is a web server designed to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities in client machines. The goal is to deliver
something malicious such as a backdoor or ransomware.

Exploit kits can be rented online making it easy for non-technical attackers
to deliver technical attacks without understanding the details of how the
attack works.

Coming Soon 2 ur CPU

Ransomware
Never stop the incident response at removing the
infection, or you may experience it AGAIN!!
Identifying ransomware means an attacker was able to breach your network and deliver malicious
software. Best practice is to identify and remediate infected machines, harden the network against the
attack method used, and blacklist any sources linked to the original attack!

Learn More

We hope you enjoyed the Cisco Cyber Threat
Response Clinic!
Make sure to come back and complete any modules you didn’t have a chance to work
on and check back for more future modules!
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